
 

 

 

Release Notes                   August 18, 2021 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration related 

issues.  The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 08.18.21.  

 

[Business Enhancement] Update the Inventory Location show page to new design to improve User experience 

[Business Enhancement] Update the Inventory Transfer flow on the Inventory Location show page 

[Business Enhancement] Only show the applicable Stock Record statuses on the Stock by Item tab to 

decrease confusion 

[Business Enhancement] Show confirmation text at the top of the page when a Restock is successfully 

transmitted 

[Business Enhancement] Show the Date/Time stamp on Incomplete Restocks so Users have the most up to 

date information 

[Business Enhancement] The More Settings button on Inventory Location page should show ‘Statistics’ 

[Business Enhancement] Update the Warehouse Satellite Restock tab to the new design 

[Business Enhancement] Add the Submit to Billing button to the bottom of the PA page 

[Business Enhancement] Keep the Users on the same spot on the Inventory Counts page when deleting items 

so they know where they left off 

[Operational Enhancement] Update the User Mass Entry to require the Time Zone field 

[Operational Enhancement] Add a Check Status button on the Drop Ship Success banner for OfficeCare so 

Users can check the status of the products shipment 

[Operational Enhancement] Add a new field to the Vendor Site so it can be added to the Restock Serializer 

[Reports] Show a message at the top of the Reports page if there is no data on the report so Users can change 

their filters 

[Reports] On the PA Status report’s Billing Status column, add all PA statuses so it’s more obvious 

[Future Functionality] ANCHE Add a new Provider tab to the main page 

[Future Functionality] ANCHE Add the ability to expand and collapse all rows on the Product/HCPCS table 

[Future Functionality] ANCHE Add the ability to adjust Average Collection Rate in increments of 5% 

[Future Functionality] ANCHE Add a new Inventory tab to the main page 

[Bug Fix] On iPad on the PA, BS and ICD-10 tabs, the dates are cut off when filtering by custom dates 

[Bug Fix] The & symbol is showing as ‘&amp’ in the Announcement banner 

[Bug Fix] Custom Location filters aren’t applying correctly to Reports that have previews  

[Bug Fix] Styling of the wording in the Patient Acknowledgement modal should persist to the PA Receipt PDF 

[Bug Fix] Import button on Inventory Counts page isn’t working for the role Inventory Admin 

[Bug Fix] After adding a Payment Method and editing and saving or declining a payment, the Product search 

bar disappears on the PA for certain roles 

 



 

 

 

Release Notes Cont.                                      August 18, 2021 

 

[Bug Fix] From the Inventory Location show page, the Check Status modal width isn’t wide enough to show all 

data 

[Bug Fix] With the new UI, Restocks are sometimes showing Unknown Error before succeeding 

[Bug Fix] Drop Ship product requests are getting duplicated when ICD-10 is the last billing requirement and 

the product is immediately updated after transmission  

[Bug Fix] Failed rows on the Mass Entry screen are showing an extra blank column 

[Bug Fix] The Inventory Shrink report throws a Rails error when an Inventory Count contains null  

[Bug Fix] After filtering the PA page, viewing PAs and navigating into another account, the back button does 

not take Super Admins to the correct page 

[Bug Fix] The Send Patient Data to MotioniQ button can be clicked multiple times 

[Chore] Extend permitted_to? To include namespaces (admin, manage) 

[Chore] Refactor tab code on Dashboard to it works better 

[Chore] Resolve organization URL pentest findings 

[Chore] Remove all old realtime eligibility code since it’s no longer used 

 


